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Manifold

ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECT HOUSING

Durable snap features

Fine feature detail

Minimal wall 
thickness .4mm

Dielectric strength�

Industry standard real ABS

ADVANTAGES FOR ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECT HOUSING

• ABS has low heat and electricity conductivity that is helpful for products requiring 
electrical insulation protection

• Offers excellent impact resistance and absorbs shock effectively and reliably

• ABS features include toughness, complex and / or fine feature ability and fine pitch 
pin spacing 

SCOREBOARD PANEL

SOLUTION

The use of STEP technology was chosen 
because ABS has was durable, had the 
ability to create thin walls and fine 
detail. The unique clip design was able 
to hold the light panels securely in 
place. The customer was pleased with 
the quality of the new technology, the 
quick turnaround time and cost savings.

CHALLENGE

Evolve client, Fathom Mfg. (a contract 
manufacturer) had their customer, 
Daktronics, contact them with a 
challenge; they needed scoreboard 
panels for a new arena. The 
scoreboard was designed in a 
racetrack style.  Other methods of
panel design would require multiple 
individual molds and a high degree of 
tool automation. The scoreboard 
needed to be flexible, durable, and 
have the ability to hold an electronic 
light panel in place. 

STEP technology allows for quick 
iterations without the tedious tooling 
/ validation required for injection 
molding

Can produce injection molded 
quality parts 

Injection molding would have required 
complex tooling with a lead time of 8-19+ 
weeks.

Would have required tooling with 2 lifters 
per clip feature which would be prone to 
breakage due to the size

Part validation (1-2 weeks) if parts weren’t 
up to spec, the cycle would repeat

FLUID AND AIRFLOW

Working threads 
with no post 
processing 

Fully dense real 
ABS material 
1.04g/cm^3 

Chemically resistant to 
aqueous acids, alkalis, 

concentrated 
hydrochloric, and 
phosphoric acids  

• Patented ToP (Top of Part) scans
capture and fill each layer eliminating
voids or partially formed layers

• A completed job log is saved with each
build

• Printed thread features tested
to and holds > 100psi

Easily print any 
part with varying 
wall thickness 

PRODUCTION STATS FOR ELECTRICAL INTERCONNECT HOUSING

Parts Per Build

195 31.4% 1.91 Hours 330,323

Pack Density Build Duration Parts Per Year*

*Based on 5-8hr days, 3 shifts per day, 50 weeks per year

43%
Time Savings

63%

RESULTS RESULTS

Powder Bed Fusion
Visible Voids

STEP Technology 
Fully Dense

CHECK VALVE

PACK

UL94 HB �ame rating at 1.5mm

PRESSURE GUAGE 

SPRINKLER VALVE

AGILITY

SPEED VS. INJECTION MOLDING 

Cost Savings Time Savings 

Versus Injection Molding 

Actual part size 475 x 280 mm
SCOREBOARD PANEL
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